TYPICAL GRAVITY WALL WITH 36" VERTI-BLOCK

5° BATTER ANGLE
10° 15" 16

GROUND LEVEL SLOPE
MIN .2% AWAY FROM BLOCKS

FILL CORES WITH CLEAN
1" CRUSHED STONE AS EACH COURSE IS SET.

36" STANDARD BLOCK

2 3/16 (TYP.)

WALL HEIGHT

LEVELING PAD

CRUSHED STONE LEVELING PAD
6" MIN. DEPTH

PERFORATED DRAIN PIPE

BACKFILLED NATIVE SOIL COMPACTED IN PLACE AS EACH COURSE IS SET.

NONWOVEN GEO TEXTILE FILTER

NATIVE SOIL EDGE OF EXCAVATION

CRUSHED STONE AS IN PLACE AS EACH COURSE IS SET.

LEVELING PAD

12' RETAINING SECTION

WD-14